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This brochure is the Englisch version of the Program. Most of the
workshops will be held in German.
If required, you can ask for translation (see pg. 6).

Cette brochure est la version anglaise du le programme. Les ateliers
se déroulent principalement en allemand.
Si nécessaire, vous pouvez demander une traduction
(voir page 6).

This brochure is meant to give an overview of the trans pride.
— SOME THINGS ARE MISSING YET —

We have done our best to make it as clearly as correct.
Nevertheless if there is anywhere an error, write us a Mail, please!

Last update: September 12. 2019

Trans Pride Cologne 2019

Trans Pride Cologne, Rubenstr. 810, 50676 Köln

https://transpridecologne.wordpress.com/

transpride@riseup.net
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s We hope this document will help you to participate in the Trans

Pride without difficulty. If there's any problem or you have a wish:
• before Trans Pride:

write a mail at trans-pride@riseup.net
• during Trans Pride:

contact the Awareness-Team (Page 5)

We will announce short-term changes during the Trans Pride in
the Facebook events. In all locations where Trans Pride activities
take place, there also will be notices and people to point them out.
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To the restrictions on participation:
Most of our events have participation restrictions.

These can be found in the workshop descriptions.

We have opted for the restrictions to create spaces where people

can be among themselves. We ask all visitors of the Trans Pride to

read the restrictions before attending an event and to respect

them.

An explanation of the wording:
When we talk about „trans“, we are also explicitly referring to

people who:

• are non-binary/genderqueer/etc and don't call themself trans

• are stil l uncertain and currently questioning their gender

• don't make a medical/legel transition

• don't like pigeonholing

• otherwise see themself not as a part of the trans Community

• All people, who are not cis, are welcome!

What means trans/inter +1?
The +1 rule means that in so marked Workshops every trans/inter*

person may bring one cis companion, if wanted. Cis persons not

appearing as company are requested not to attend these events.

At none of our events we examine if someone is "really" trans/in-

ter* (how can?).
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Dear visitors,
We want to make sure that everyone feels comfortable during the

Trans Pride.

During the entire event an Awareness Team will be present. This

will be a team of people that you can address when you need help

or aren't feeling well. You can also approach the Awareness Team

in conflict situations. However, they are NO security.

You can recognize the Awareness Team by the lighting stars that

they will be wearing.

On Saturday you can find them in the Awareness Room (at the

Rubicon or during the party) or call them at

0152 07604196

We are hoping for a serene event!

The Awareness Room:
You can retreat to this room if you are looking for a protected

space or simply some silence.

f.ex. :

• after an uncomfortable occurrence

• if you need a silent room, because everything is getting too much

(Sensory Overload, feeling overwhelmed)

• if you want to talk to someone and don't know who to address

• . . .

Here you can talk quietly to each other, if you wish to. Please be

aware that the other people that are using this room will be in

demand of especially sensitive interactions in the moment.

For sensitive and overwhelming conversations and conflicts better

approach the Awareness Team.

The room can be used in diverse ways for care and self care and

should not be used for casual conversations or small talk.
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DGS Communication Assintance

Throughout the entire Trans Pride, Saturday as Sunday, there will

be a DGS (German Sign Language) communication assistance/

DGS interpreter available.

If you know you are joining and you would like to call on the DGS

communication assistance, write us an E-Mail at

transpride@riseup.net,

so we are able to estimate the need and if necessary can attempt

to organize more interpreters.

It is not mandatory writing us. You may just come as you like.

There will be a DGS communication assistance anyhow.

Translation to English and other languages

on the Trans Pride weekend
There will be translation to English available at all events (work-

shops, demonstration, open stage). If you need translation to Eng-

lish just approach someone from the Trans Pride team (e.g.

someone wearing an "Orga" button) and they will connect you with

a person who will do a whispered translation for you.

If you need translation to another language please write us an email

to

volunteertranspridecologne@riseup.net

and we will do our best to find a person who will translate for you.

Accessibility

You can find informations about the accessibility of the different

locations where the Trans Pride Cologne 2019 will take place under

"Facilities" starting page 36.

Important links of the Cologne Puplic Transport Services,

unfortunately they don't mind any translation:

www.kvb.koeln/service/barrierefreiheit.html

www.kvb.koeln/fahrtinfo/betriebslage/aufzuege/

I f there are any further questions contact us at:

transpride@riseup.net
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Trans Pride 2019

Auflehnen statt Anpassen

—

nicht erst seit Stonewall*

Treat yourself — fight back!

From 13-15 September 2019, Trans Pride Cologne wil l take
place for the second time.
“Auflehnen statt anpassen – nicht erst seit Stonewal l” (Con-
front, don‘ t conform – not just since Stonewal l ) is our motto.
Pride is more than a party, and we want trans* and inter* peo-
ple to get together, to celebrate and first and formost to em-
power ourselves. Together we want to create a world where
trans people wi l l not only be
visible but l ive a self-deter-
mined l ife.

50 years ago riots occurred
during a police raid in a bar
named “Stonewall Inn“. To be
precise, guests of the unli-
censed bar in New York‘s
Christopher Street revolted
against the police. This was
the legendary beginning of the
gay pride movement. And
doesn‘t it seem today as if ev-
erything has been achieved,
and anything that 50 years
ago had been countered with
so much anger and resistance
has been overcome?

It is of none importance
whether Marsha P. Johnson, a Black trans woman, threw the first
glass against through a mirror, or Stormé DeLarverie, drag king and
butch with a Black mother, fought back against the policeman ar-
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*Confront, don‘ t conform – not just since Stonewal l
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resting her, called the crowd to do something when she was to be
forced into the police car.
It is important though that people were no longer willing to accept
harrassment and injustice. They fought back. “Stonewall wasn't no
damn riot. It was a rebellion, it was an uprising, it was a civil rights
disobedience.“ (Stormé DeLarverie).

But already wel l before Stonewal l , LGBTIQ* revolted against
in justice and surpression. As early as 1966 trans sex workers
rebel led against exclusion during the Compton‘s Cafeteria Riot
in Los Angeles, and throughout history there were trans people
who braved al l hetero- and cisnormative restraints by their pub-
l ic presence.
Essential ly, homophobic and transphobic ideologies construct a
purportedly scientific classification into two sexes which mutu-
al ly exclude each other; these sexes are then attributed certain
different characteristics, behaviours and even abi l ities.

Queer people, especial ly trans* and inter* people, had been a
target of patriarchal bel iefs, nourished by a stinted 18th and
19th century concept of science. , which is the very concept that
came up with skul l -measuring and race theories. People deviat-
ing from the predefined gender roles were immediately regarded
as homosexual ; and who was homosexual always adopted the
role of the Other.
And if now there are people who actual ly contest their assigned
"biological" sex and not (only) the expected gender role or not
(only) the "appropriate" sexual orientation, then the whole pa-
triarchal and fastid iously partitioned world view cracks.

But inter* and trans* people have existed since the beginning of
time. And exactly because this never fitted into the worldview of a
patriarchal society, we have been and are still muted and made invis-
ible. Every year, there are still more than 2000 inter* infants who
have to undergo surgery just to align existing sex-standards. Trans
people still are regarded mentally ill by German legal practice. Al-
though the WHO has indeed deleted trans from the list of Mental
and Behavioral Disorders, the old version of that disease-catalog is
still in force. And German psychologists and sexologists have precau-
tionary claimed authority for the new category that deals with trans
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and that has been specially created for trans — exactly those orga-
nizations who are involved in and responsible for pathologization and
institutionalization for decades.

But what happend after Stonewal l? Final ly the Gay Movement
aroused attention and their concerns were heard. But very soon
there was betrayal . Already in 1973 "transvestites" and
Dragqueens were banned from the Pride March. The GAA, the
Gay Activists Al l iance excluded trans people specifical ly. The
reason was simple: they would be difficu lt to place and reflect
badly on the "Gay Movement" .
Lesbians and Feminists defined feminism trans* exclusive. By
doing so, they internal ized a biologistic reasoning whi le repeat-
ing patriarchal construction of sexual ity.
As a result trans people were abandoned to pathologization and
marginal ization for the next 40 years.
Only recently some advance has been achieved, main ly through
strenuous efforts of some activists, hard-earned court decisions,
and also the sol idarity and support of some gay and lesbian
al lys.

Sure, a lot has been achieved. Wouldn' t those who in those
days took to the streets after that raid on the Stonewal l Inn
agree? But especial ly those not only discriminated for their sex-
ual identity but for multiple reasons would sti l l face discrimina-
tion today. Plain ly, not everything is achieved right now.
And those who want to deprive trans people of their rigths to-
day also want to turn back time further and withdraw what has
been achieved for Gays and Lesbians.

So let' s fight together for progress in society and against re-
gression.
I f Sex and Gender are rethought, al l of us wi l l benefit: not
only trans and inter*, but also homo, bi , and even hetero and
cis people.
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Also, there‘s still a lot to do in the LGBTIQ* communities. It's up to
raise awareness and live solidarity. Not only to make a stand against
trans-, homo-, and bi-hostility but also against racism, ableism, and
all kinds of discrimination.auch in Bezug auf Rassismus, Ableismus
und jeglicher Form von Diskriminierung.

The Trans Pride shall be a platform for this.

This year‘ s Trans Pride wil l take place from 13-15 September.
On Saturday, multiple workshops on various topics, presented
from multiple perspectives, wi l l take place, In the evening there
wil l be a party.
On Sunday we‘ l l reach the highl ight of the Trans Pride: The
ral ly downtown. Here we can al l get real ly loud together. Fol-
lowing this, there wil l be a cozy picnic with open mic, where
every trans or inter* person is hearti ly invited to enter stage.

We are pleased to welcome numerous visitors.
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• A self-determined third gender entry

without any obstacles

• The aboliton of the TSG (Transsexual

Act)

• Consistent ban of unnecessary surgery on

inter* infants before age of consent

• More public unisex toilets

• Sex education in schools including gender

and sexual diversity

• Unrestricted coverage of costs for sex

reassignment therapy, regardless of

whether one‘s individual transition is

"generic" or binary

• Inclusion of gender identity in the anti-

discrimination laws

• Recognition of parenthood unregarded

the assigned sex at birth

• Nationwide reconiton of trans* resp.

LGBTI-refugees as particularly vulnerable

groop

• Backing of councelling centers,

rescources for trans youth shelters

• Founding offers for trans people (such as

swimming)

• Unrecorded sex entry for new borns
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Claude Cahun
(25.10.1894 in Nantes,
Frankreich – 8.12.1954)
was an artistically (photography,
writing, sculptures) active person.
Claudes works often concerned the
traditional and very static ideas and
concepts of sex and gender and eroded and questioned them.
Claude, being Jewish, actively opposed and fought the NS-
Regime and its occupation of Frankreich.

Sylvia Rivera
(02.07.1951 in New York City
– 19.02.2002)

was a Latinx and activist, who engaged for
homosexuals and trans people as early as in the 60s and 70s.
She was one of the first who fought back harassment in the
police raid of Stonewall Inn 1969. She was cofounder of the
„Gay Liberation Front“. Also in 1970, together with her friend
Marsha P. Johnson, she establisched S.T.A.R. (Street Trans-
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“Masculine? Femi-
nine? It depends on
the situation. Neuter
is the only gender

that always suits me.”

"We have to be visi-
ble. We should not
be ashamed of who
we are. We have to
show the world that
we're numerous.
There are many of
us out there."
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… and You?

Leslie Feinberg (1.September
1949 in Kansas City, USA –
01.11.2014) was, among other
things, a trans* and anti-rassist
activist und author. One of their
best-known books are „Stone
Butch Blues“(1993) and „Transgender Warrior“.
Feinberg comprehended that the struggles for Homo- and
trans* rigths never occured isolated, but are allways
connected with other social movements. So it became their
concern to jointly oppose and fight against any suppression.

They supported the „Camp Trans“
demonstrations at the „Michigan
Womyn's Music Festival“ against their
transmysogynist regulations.

“People of all sexes
have the right to
explore femininity,
masculinity, and the
infinite variations
between — without
criticism or ridicule.“
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vestite Action Revolutionaries) and so supported homeless
trans persons.
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To start into the Trans Pride we will meet at Assata im Hof
which is a room for all FLINT* (female, lesbian, inter*, non
binary, trans) people where multiple womxn and trans groups
meet. To make your arrival as comfortable as possible we'll
provide snacks and drinks. To get to know each other we will
organize a couple of activities such as queer short films and board
games. Or you can just use the space to sit around and talk to
eachother. The Assata will also be your first opportunity to ask
questions about the following days or request help if needed.

The room can be reached with some steps. We will provide a
ramp.

With tuba and harp, the three performers create a text and sound
montage in which, among other things, love, the body in a state
of change and departure, friendship, acquired voice breaks,
testosterone addictions and dangerous knowledge about the
Western order are negotiated. Excerpts from Paul Preciado's
"Testo Junkie" are to be found alongside passages from Max
Wolf Valerio's "Testosterone Files" or the package inserts of
relevant medicines.
Tucké Royale is an actor and author, most recently realised the
revenge musical "You didn't count on Dolores" at the Maxim
Gorki Theater Berlin and is currently producing the film project
"Stonewall Uckermark".

The Program

F
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Friday 13.9.2019

from 15 o'clock: Meeting at
Assata im Hof

Begin 20 o'clock (doors open 19 pm) :
The Revolution will be injected –

Testosterone Files and Desire
Performance und reading with Tucké Royale,
Hans Unstern and Orlando de Boeykens

Theater im Bauturm

Kartäuserwall 18, 50678 Köln
Public Transport: Chlodwigplatz
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Hans Unstern builds harps and released several albums as a solo
artist for the label Staatsakt. Most recently he toured Germany
as support for the Golden Lemons. Both are members of the
BOIBAND and the theatre collective Gintersdorfer/Klaßen.
Orlando de Boeykens is an internationally sought-after tuba
player who is at home in classical orchestras as well as pop and
jazz formations. The evening could already be seen at the
Volksbühne Berlin and is now coming to Cologne for the first
time for the guest performance at the Bauturm.

Visitors of the Trans Pride are offered a special price of 9 Euro,
if they use the code word GLITZER-NILPFERD (Glitter-Hippo) at
the box office.
If you request a reservation with the special price, write a short
E-Mail with the code word to:

michaelsen@theaterimbauturm.de
We will arrange a solidarity box at the door, that may offer a
financial support for those who can not affort the price. (As long
as the Soli-Box is well-stocked and consistently filled.)

Friday 13.9.2019

Aachener Str. 24 - 26, 50674 Köln
Public Transport: Rudolfplatz
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It's often not possible for trans people to feel safe in sex positive
spaces or visit places like a sauna. Because of this we have
reserved the Pan Sauna for Friday night of the Trans Pride. All
trans and inter* people over 18 are very welcome to experience a
relaxing and sex positive evening in the sauna with us.
The Pan Sauna includes two saunas in which sauna infusions will
be offered, as well as a steam sauna.
Downstairs is also a dark room.
There will be an entry fee of 17€

Also here we will arrange a solidarity box at the door, that may
offer a financial support for those who can not affort the price.
(As long as the Soli-Box is well-stocked and consistently filled.)

The saunas are on the ground floor. However, the changing
rooms and cruising area are downstairs and can only be reached
with stairs. There is no accessible restroom. If you are unsure
whether the sauna will be accessible for you feel free to email us
at:

transpride@riseup.net

from 21 o'clock: trans-only-
Evening in the Pan Sauna

Händelstr. 31, 50674 Köln
Public Transport: Rudolfplatz

Friday 13.9.2019
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This workshop is about the basics of Make-Up. Laura shows the
active application of a full-face, from foundation to eyeliner.
Hereby she explains different techniques, brushes and what you
should pay attention to to get a satisfying result.

Laura is 33 years young, since 1,5 years out as trans and
busying herseft a lot with the subject of Make-Up. When she
doesn't work as a programmer, she makes musik.

10:00 — 11:30

room atmosphere:

cozy Workshop with a lot
chattering and Fun

Hands on Make-Up
Make-Up for Beginners

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Everyone who likes Make-Up,
ungerarded their identity.

How does it work with (queer) flirting and what does word mean?
Do all people know how to flirt or is it possible to learn and
unlearn it?
How can i deal with unpleasent situations?
And how can i flirt without crossing boundaries or scare off
people?

Anyway left

This Workshop will be held in German.

Saturday 14.9.2019
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10:00 — 12:00

room atmosphere:

relaxed discussion forum

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

"are we flirting right now?"
workshop for exchange about pleasant

fl irting

Anyway right
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room atmosphere:

placid exchange
adressed to:

BIPOC trans/inter* persons
S
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10:00 — 12:00

Blu Doppe has been collecting experiences in education for five
years and has collected the input for the workshop in activism
and at the university. Therefore Blu also puts a large focus on
own experiences. Blu has a degree as Social Justice and Diversity
trainer, as trainer for the theatre of the oppressed and keeps
getting more ducated about sexual, amorous and gender diversity,
sexuality and gender roles.In addition Blu writes stories about
whys work and travels as queer_topia* everywhere (also beyond
Germany).

Anyway upstairs
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And how does my utopia of nice flirting look like?
We discuss these question and would like to do first steps to a
pleasant flirt atmosphere.
For that we come close to the consent-principle (sexual consent)
with little role (plays), share experiences and experiment.

The workshop will be in german language (with the option to do wispered
translation in english)
Presented by queer_topia*(queertopia.blogsport.de, fb: queer_topia*)

Saturday 14.9.2019

TALKING SPACE
for quties of color

The first time I came across the concept of a talking space was
at the cutie.bipoc fest in berlin. A seemingly easy concept; a
literal space for people to come together to talk. Sometimes
topics are given, sometimes not. Our talking space will be open
to all B_PoC, who identify as inter and/or trans*.
We also welcome anybody who is questioning themselves, still
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adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.
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10:00 — 12:00

rubicon 32
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Saturday 14.9.2019

room atmosphere:

possibility, but no
coercion for exchange

Gender-Open Genitals
The workshop will include some input and a discussion round. For
the input Hannuh will offer some perspectives from (queer)
feminist sciences and neo-tantra, and critically address patriarchal
perspectives.
Topics and questions that will be addressed:
How are genitals built up?
Similarities and differences?
And how is their construction based on power structures
represented falsified or reducing?
How do social discourses affect our experiences with our bodies?
How do heteronormative ideas affect the treatment of trans and
inter people?
How and by whom are (gendered) genitals being sexualized or
asexualized?
How and by whom are sensualities reduced of sexuality or

This Workshop can be held in English or German.

caught up in a process or just curious about their gender but
doesn’t know where to ask yet. There is no given topic, we talk
about what we want or we don’t, we can be silent or drawing,
enjoy eachothers presence, listen to music and create playlists for
the days where we wont be together, or we don’t do anything of
that and just rant instead, because we can and our words will be
safe.
Excited to meet y’all!
BTW; my name is Ido. I have absolutely no idea what I’m doing
in life but sure know that my friendships with other queers of
color and the spaces that we have build is what is driving me
eachday.

in cooperation with the office MehrAlsQueer
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10:00 — 12:00
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room atmosphere:

relaxed, open,
rather "silent"

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Lonely Hearts Writing Club:
Queer Lonel iness, Queer Communities

— a writing workshop —

NS-Dok Conference Room
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Queer people experience loneliness more often than people who
fit in the alleged cis-heteronormative "normalitiy". Addressing
these feelings and working with them creatively can help to
process these experiences. The workshop aims to allow forms of
queer loneliness to be talked about and to think about solidarity
futures, where loneliness might also have a space. To describe
"being alone" and "loneliness" as different emotions and to
understand why being lonely doesn't necessarily mean being alone
is also a part of that. We will also look at aspects of self and
community care. The discussions will be accompanied by chill
writing tasks and recital rounds which aim to support the
participants in finding new meaning to their own experiences,
empower them in new forms of relationships and evolve our
togetherness as a whole.

Saturday 14.9.2019

Hannuh is white, dyadic and non binary. In English Hannuh
prefers the pronoun "they". They have been active in queer and
feminist contexts for years. About a year ago they started
exploring neo-tantra.

separated from sexuality?
How can more useful and people friendly concepts and a language
based on that look like?
In addition to the input there will be space for exchange and
discussions.

This Workshop will be held in German.
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room atmosphere:

Reading,

great and respektvoll

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Trans*-History in Germany,
is there any?

TransHistory is primarily in north America and Canada, but also
in parts in Sweden, a recognized research field and especially in
the first two countries a lot of sources are already digitized.
About TransHistory in the Weimarer Republic, the NS and the
federal republic of Germany you can only seldom hear something.
But even for this there are unexpected sources hiding in the
archives. This presentation is an introduction in Trans*History of
the 20th century in Germany. For this we'll start looking at the
Weimarer Republik and end in the 90s, whereas there's no
expectation of completeness. The focus lies on the 70s until 90s
and therefore includes the time where the TSG was passed. In the
end of the presentation questions can be asked. New input is very
welcome.

Jespa Jacob Smith (Herr Majesty) writes poems, prose and
scientific papers, talkes about language and resilience. Likes living
sitting on the fence, because often there is up the most.
Johanna is a causual poetress, causual actress, causual happy
one. She navigates haphazardly between science, feminism and
art. Her texts tell about vulnerability, loneliness and alliances. Jo-
hanna is on the quest for the perfect vegan vanilla ice cream.
Together, they are less alone and most ofall unbeatable.

Kai* Brust has a BA in history and political science from the
TU Darmstadt and worked for three months in the Transgender
Archive of the University of Victoria (BC, Canada). In October
Kai* will start studying for a Master in history at the HU in
Berlin.

NS-Dok Lecture Room I
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This workshop is open for English speakers.
Cet workshop est overt pour les locuteur.ices français.es

Saturday 14.9.2019

This Workshop will be held in German.
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10:00 — 12:00
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NS-Dok Lecture Room I I
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room atmosphere:

rather focused

Joint Research into
Inter*sexuality during
National-Socialism

There are little information known about the life of inter people
during the national socialism. Unfortunately there is barely any
research about this. It is certain however that due to the social
and medical stigmatization inter people where in especial danger
to become victims of the NS-tyranny. In this workshop we will
explore the question where we see continuity from the eugenics of
the "healthy body of the folk" in the NS to the still prevailing
medical ambition to change inter bodies to fit the female or male
"norm".
For this we want to look at the topic of selective abortions
through pre natal diagnostics. It's certain that a one-time
workshop can not answer all the questions, it should rather be a
motivation to address the issues. For this there will be input, but
also sufficient space for questions, suggestions and own research.

Ika Elvau writes short stories and poems from the life of a
hermaphrodite. They also understand themselves as an activist
against the binary gender system.

This Workshop will be held in German.

Saturday 14.9.2019

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.
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10:00 — 12:00
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room atmosphere:

relaxed,
serious, but also funny

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

When Trans*-People
carry children . . .

Trans* people have always delivered children - also before the
current medical guides and the TSG, which regulates the name
and gender marker change. Nevertheless these documents have
an influence on how trans* people have children and with which
medical and legal questions they have to deal. The workshop
addresses trans* people who play with the thought or definitely
plan to carry a child. Trans* people who have already delivered
children are also very welcome.
We will talk about bodies and medical things:
f.ex: Can I become pregnant if I have been on testosterone for
some time? How can I deal with possibly rising dysphoria? How
do I want to "pass" during my pregnancy and how can I achieve
this?
We will talk about the legal circumstances:
f.ex: Who will be in the child's birth certificate under which
name? Can my partner be the second parent in the birth
certificate regardless of their biological relation to the child and
how does this work?
The aim of the workshop is to retrieve information, but also to
network and empower each other! The Utopia is to view
pregnancy as a possibility and to achieve a positive and
reclaiming perception of the own body.

The workshop is being held by Nox. The workshop will include
Nox's position as a genderfluid, mostly male "passing" white
trans* person. Nox's perspective is also affected by own
experiences with invisible physical disability, mental challenges
and trauma. In addition Nox's reality as a person from the lower
class who has received an academic degree will also affect the

rubicon Loft (8-10)
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This Workshop will be held in German.

Saturday 14.9.2019
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Saturday 14.9.2019

Midday Break

12:00 — 14:00

Now it' s lunch time. Now you can leisurely proceed to the
location of your next Workshop, but also taste a vegan snack at
Rubicon or connect and exchange with other Trans Pride
visitors. Furthermore we wil l in al l locations put a map with
recommendable eateries in the proximity on display.

workshop. In the workshop as many forms of marginalization as
possible should be included in the thought process, to create an
ideally safer space.

10:30 — 12:00

Amaro Kher — Gym
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room atmosphere:

quiet physical Workshop

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

OM Chanting
Go into your power

Workshop by Alexis Johnson

The workshop will be held in English.
Please contact us if you need translation!

OM Chanting is an ancient yoga group heal ing technique, open

to everyone regardless of people’ s rel igion, culture or social

background. The universal vibration of OM:

• transforms negativity and trauma from dai ly microaggressions

into positive energy

• deepens our self-love

• calms down the restless mind and emotions

• creates a powerful balancing and heal ing vibration which can

support heal ing processes in the physical body

• removes fear

• helps to ground oneself
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14:00 — 17:00

Anyway left
room atmosphere:

cozy, creative, funny
adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Trans Self-Care
Zine Making Workshop 1
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To take care of yourself is a form of self protection in an
exploiting, cisnormative society. This makes it all the more
important that we solidarity take care of each other and
ourselves.
Self care can take a lot of different shapes and be completely
different for different people/situations/living circumstances.
For example a walk in the woods, cuddling your dog, exchange
with other queer/trans people, trans/non binary safe spaces, or
even getting a new tattoo. I want to provide a space where we
can reflect about our own self care, support and empower
eachother, and get creative.
Together we will work on important topics and strategies all
around (our) self care (trans related or otherwise) and decide on
the contents of the zine. Afterwards we will start creating pages
in small groups or on our own.
The zine should be able to be used by other trans people as a
ressource, but also be a space for our own reflection. As source of
inspiration I will provide the results of my master thesis (topic:
self care of trans people) and some zines about self care. The
goal is it to have a finished zine in the end that we can
copy/scan for everyone and take home with us.
You are very much invited to think about your self care strategies
in advance.
Feel free to bring creative materials, scissors, pens, old
magazines, your poems and texts etc. about the topic (printed)
with you.

This Workshop can be held in English or German.

Saturday 14.9.2019
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14:00 — 17:00

Lara is a psychologist and academically explores Trans, Queer
and Gender Studies. They are also a trainer for gender sensitivity
and methods for political groups. As a part of the art collective
Malleable Meltdown (Malleablemeltdown) Lara produces on their
own and in cooperation with others zines, poems and art about
trans/queer topics, relationships as well as mental health.
IG: @lara_estrelas

Anyway right
room atmosphere:

placid exchange
adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Non-Binary Living in a Binary
Society

TJC has been living - with some compromises caused by the
binary society - mostly genderless for many years and has
explored the topics "trans" and "non binary" in relation to the
current societal circumstances at diverse trans conferences, as
well as apart from them.
In addition to that TJC hosts a non binary support group in
Düsseldorf. .
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The workshop aims to explore and reflect the current situation.
Afterwards we'll define our dream situation and develop guiding
principles, demands and ideas for the future of society, politics
etc. as well as the possibilities for their realization. Political/legal
developments up until the day on which the workshop takes place
will of course be considered. The focus should lie on things as
realizable as possible. The workshop addresses everyone who are
interested in society becoming more open for diverse gender
lifestyles and are possibly interested in being a part of the
realization.

This Workshop will be held in German.

Saturday 14.9.2019
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Saturday 14.9.2019

Anyway upstairs

14:00 — 16:00

room atmosphere:

cozy, there'll be cookies
adressed to:

Exclusilely trans/inter* persons in the
Age of12 to 20 Years.

We don't need no education
young trans people and representation in everyday life

It is not uncommon that after their coming out trans people
receive the role of the one known trans or queer person in their
entire surroundings. All of the sudden there are expectations for
their existence and visibility, every step becomes political and
representative for a community that you may not even feel a part
of. Every day life becomes, whether you want it or not, a form of
activism. Especially for young people who are bound to the set
structures of school and family this can be very difficult.
Suddenly all your relationships change when you have to fight for
the acceptance of your grandmother or explain to your language
teacher how to use your own pronouns. That doesn't always have
to be negative, but this quite often makes it difficult to find a
balance beetween the own existence and representative function.
This makes it important to recognize possibilities of
empowerment and self protection. We offer a relaxed talking
round (with cookies and drinks) for young trans people about this
topic. Together we will exchange our insights about the
advantages and disadvantages of our new role, empower each
other and collect solutions for current conflicts. We will moderate
the discussion and offer some of our own experiences from our
lives and activism.

Luke is 20 years old and the youngest founding member of the
Trans Pride Cologne. At the age of seventeen they were the first
out trans person at his school. Today Luke is active in diverse
forms of queer, as well as non-queer, activism. In addition to
organizing the Trans Pride he is for example also a member of
the youth advisory panel of Plan International Germany where

This Workshop can be held in German, English or bilingual.
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adressed to:

BIPOC trans/inter* Persons;
if interested with companion.

rubicon 32
room atmosphere:

empowering exchange,

even about a sensitive

subject
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14:00 — 17:00
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Saturday 14.9.2019

Understanding and addressing
racial, sexual and gender
discrimination and violence

they try to implement the inclusion of LGBTQIA+ issues more in
developmental aid.
Eike is a non binary trans woman, 22 years old and studies to
become a teacher. She is a part of the organization of the Trans
Pride and has been active in queer education projects for many
years. In her free time Eike plays Quidditch.

My name is Ajay and I'm a Gender non-conforming, Gender and
Diversity Student, Certified LGBTAQI peer Counselor,
LGBTQI/Anti-racism Activist, Artist and Writer.
I strongly feel that a sound mental health, psychological help and
the opportunity for us Trans People of Color/ Trans Refugees, to
vent out our pain, frustration and struggle is essential. I've em-
braced art and writing as platforms to vent out my problems,
struggles, pain and as paths to heal myself. So, I would like to
share my experiences with my fellow peers in the form of a work-
shop which will help TPOCs and Trans refugees to explore, share,
discuss and express their understanding of racism, LGBTQI hate,
sexual violence and discrimination in Europe.
The workshop comprises of activities that will help the partici-
pants to explore various forms of expressionism and find one or
few which fits to their liking. The above workshop can be
streamlined with exclusive concentration only on Racism.

This workshop is open for all trans and inter* people of
Color/Refugees, as well as one accompanying person.
in cooperation with the proactive found Empowerment of the
Schwules Netzwerk NRW
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14:00 — 17:00

NS-Dok Conference Room
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adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Saturday 14.9.2019

This Workshop will be held in German. Texts are in Englisch.

How many genders does the Thora acknowledge? What does
Judaism say about being transgender? Are there Jewish figures
that are described as intersex? Can a modern gender debate be
led based on traditional Jewish texts? Together we will discuss
this and a lot more in a Text Study with excerpts from the Thora
and other Jewish sources. We will look at different ways of
interpretation and afterwards discuss them. Furthermore we will
jump into the here and now and look at what the reality for
LGBTQI* Jews looks like in current Jewish communities in
Germany and beyond. No previous knowledge about judaism is
required, but simply the interest in a new way to look at these
topics.

room atmosphere:

lively discussion,
informative

Gender* in Judaism:
Thora & Reality

Dalia Grinfeld is Assistant Director of European Affairs of the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) since June 2019. Previously she
has been Policy consultant of the EU council presidency. She has
an academic background in Political Science and Jewish Studies
which she studied at the universities of Heidelberg, Buenos Aires
and Herzliya. Beyond that Dalia Grinfeld was for two years the
first elected president of the Jewish Student Union Germany
(JSUD). She is also a founding member and on the board of
Keshet Deutschland e.V., the Verein for LGBTQI* Jews and
allies, and active in more NGOs in the fields of women
empowerment, LGBTQI* and innovative democracy. Dalia is a cis
woman on the LGBTQI* spectrum.

in cooperation with the proactive found Empowerment of the
Schwules Netzwerk NRW
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14:00 — 16:00

NS-Dok Lecture Room
room atmosphere:

Reading
adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Jayrôme C. Robinet
My way from a white
Woman to a young man
with migration background
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What makes a woman a woman, a man a man? After a sex
reassignment, Jayrôme C. Robinet has the direct comparison.
With wit and ease he tells his personal story and shows how
much our behaviour is marked by prejudices - shaking up, honest,
highly political.
Jayrôme used to live as a white Frenchwoman. Then he moves to
Berlin, starts taking testosterone and experiences a second
puberty. He grows a dark beard - and suddenly he is addressed in
Arabic on the street. Whether in the café, in the dressing room or
at passport control, he notices that not only his identity, but
above all his behaviour is changing.
has radically changed the way he deals with his environment. He
can compare: How am I treated as a man, as a woman? And
what does it mean, if not only the sex changes, but apparently
also origin and age? He tells of his queer everyday life and reveals
how insanely social perceptions and classifications often are.

Jayrôme C. Robinet, born 1977 in France, is a poet, spoken
word artist and translator. Most recently he published Das Licht
ist weder gerecht oder ungerecht. Jayrôme C. Robinet was
awarded numerous trips and scholarships. He teaches at the Alice
Salomon Hochschule and lives in Berlin.

Saturday 14.9.2019

This Reading will be held in German.

in cooperation with the proactive found Empowerment of the
Schwules Netzwerk NRW
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14:00 — 17:00

Amaro Kher — Gym
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room atmosphere:

mindful, quiet, moved
adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

expand your space
experience your body space

How do you inhabit your body space? How do you feel
connections with others? Where do you feel your boundaries?
How much space do you take?
We listen to our bodies and give to the outside world. Listen to
the smallest movements, follow impulses and explore the
body/space. We feel boundaries and play with the crossovers of
and space in between body and surroundings, between me and
other people. Social norms and structures assign us and our
bodies spaces, allow a lot or little space.
Experiences (with discrimination) settle into our body and affect
how we feel ourselves. The workshop allows the space to
experience the space within you, feel your body, and to reclaim
your body landscape. Staying in your safe space is just as
welcome as your boundless courage.
The workshop addresses body/space from three different
perspectives.
Through body awareness, movement and contact exercises from
Shiatsu, Akido, Awareness practices and Contact Impro we will
experience the space within our bodies, the space between myself
and others, the surrounding space. We explore possibilities how
you can feel at home in your body. You will find silent, loud,
creative, powerful or soft ways to define and defend your own
space. You decide for everything where your boundaries lie,
whether you say "yes" or "no".
All bodies are welcome. No previous knowledge or skills are
required. Come as you are!
Please bring comfortable clothes and warm socks, and if you have
one a yoga mat or similar..

Saturday 14.9.2019

This Workshop can be held in English or German.
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14:00 — 15:30

rubicon Loft (8-10)
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room atmosphere:

informative
adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Overview of the Current
Gender Recognition Laws

Since the end of 2018 there's with § 45b PStG a second option
besides the TSG to change your legal gender marker. This
workshop will try to inform you about the legal situation and your
possibilities. For this there will be a talk about the practical
meaning of your "legal gender" and the possibilities to change it.
Besides the talk there will also be a lot of room for questions and
exchange.

Niklas practices Shiatsu and Akido, is movement enthusiast and
co-opperator of a wholefood store collective. His experiences as
queer, white, ablebodied, trans*masculine person someone with
trauma have led him to seek for ways to empower himself and
find his inner strength. Movement and body work mean arriving
in his own center for him. He views as one of the most exciting
challenges to understand how experiences are stored in the body
and what potential exists to start changes in every aspect of life
through the body. Out of the motivation to create movement
spaces for this and your own personal questions he will lead this
workshop.

Francis is lawyer and has been a part of the Dritte Option (third
option) campaigning as well as given legal advice for the Aktion
Standesamt 2018.

This Workshop will be held in German.

Saturday 14.9.2019
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15:30 — open end

rubicon Loft (8-10)
room atmosphere:

relaxed, placid, easy

adressed to:

trans/inter* person +1:
if interested with one cis companion.

Chill Space
Comfort, don't Concentrate

—

Here you have room to chill and get to know the others. This is a
good way to spend your time until the party starts.s. There will
be information about projects for the community in Cologne and
beyond - groups are welcome to ask us to lay out their flyers.
Next door there is also the Awareness room and you can talk to
the team directly..

from 21 o'clock:
Trans Pride Cologne & Kingdom of Cologne

proudly present:

Trans Pride Cologne Party #2
at Amaro Kher

Stage acts with performances of Mandhla and Kamalanetra.
Afterwards party with DJs Nino (Electronic Dance Music), oro
Pax (electro/pop) & DJ Duo Candy & Darling (Gay80ties/Elec-
tropop)
Also incuded: a Styling Corner + a trans*friendly Awareness-
Team.
Entrance by donatition.

During the whole day there will be a sample of snacks at the rubi-
con geben, to arrange the breakes more pleasently. All offers will be
vegan.
Some ofthe food will be offered by the NGVT*.
If you want to donate some eating too, you are invited to write us
a Mail.

Saturday 14.9.2019

Merit Kummer - teamer in the Trans Pride Orga, activist and
counsellor at the rubicon for gender selfdetermination.
She will be especially excited to meet some old clients.
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Sunday 15.9.2019

12 to 15 o'clock:
Trans Pride Cologne
Demonstration

The highlight of the Trans Pride Cologne will be the March
on Sunday afternoon.

Just as our motto "Auflehnen statt Anpassen - nicht erst
seit Stonewall", we get loud together.

We're not only making a statement against cisnormative
and binary society, but also hopefully making it less
frightening and maybe even empowering to be visibly queer
in public. United as a solidary community, we want to take
the streets and the visibility that we're too often denied.

At the March we welcome the participation of solidary
supporters of all genders.

We meet at noon (12 o'clock) at Alter Markt.

From there we will go together to Rudolfplatz where a small
manifestation will be held.

For persons who have difficulty walking a long distance,
there will be one or two rickshaws available.

Then we will continue towards Amaro Kher at Venloer Wall
17 where the March will end. Here you are welcome to stay
for the following picnic with Open Mic.
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Sunday 15.9.2019

following:

Picknick & Open Mic

After the March on Sunday we will go to the Amaro Kher
for a relaxed come-together. Here we can get to know each
other, exchange experiences, etc.
Some food and drinks will be provided. All provided food
will be vegan. There will be gluten free options.

There will also be an Open Mic for members of the trans
and inter* community.
Cis people are welcome to come and cheer.

You would like to be on stage? Contact us at:
transpride@riseup.net

It's also possible to contact us spontaneously during the
event.

The premises are mostly accessible. The driveway is to the
premises is also pretty stony and rough. We wil l provide a
ramp to the stage.
We will deploy a portable accessible toilet.
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rubicon 8-10

rubicon 32

Rubensstr. 8-10, 50674 Köln

Rubensstr. 32, 50674 Köln

rubicon e.V. was founded in April 1975 as glf — gay lib-
eration front and renamed into rubicon e.V. in 2014.
rubicon e.V. takes a stand for the equaliy of different ways
of living in society as a whole, for self determination and
acceptation of multiple identities and offers counseling,
health promotion and support for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
trans* and queer living people.
In its rooms the rubicon offers space for groups and
events.

Publ ic Transport:
Rudolfplatz l ines 1, 7, 12, 15 - elevators
Neumarkt l ines 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 16 - elevators
Mauritiuskirche l ine 9 - level access
The counsel ing center rubicon is ground-level and without steps.
In the toi let is a safety rai l and a low sink.

The 32 is a cozy little seminar room, just a few doors
down the road from the counseling center.

Publ ic Transport:
l ike rubicon 8-10

One can enter the seminar room without steps. The entrance of
the toi let is narrowly and very smal l .
However there is a accessible toi let at rubicon 8-10 .ust down
the road.
There is no quiet room, but the one at rubicon 8-10 can be
used.
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Anyway

NS-Dok

Kamekestr. 14, 50672 Köln

Appellhofplatz 23-25, 50667 Köln

When it was opened in 1998 the anyway was the first
youth center for lesbian and gay young people in all of
Europe. Since then they have moved to a new location.
The anyway offers a café, a bar area and rooms for
seminars.

Publ ic Transport:
• Friesenplatz
There are escalators, but no elevators, at Friesenplatz.

• Hans-Böckler-Platz / Bf West.
There is an elevator from the DB platform as wel l as from the
platform of the l ines 2,4 and 5 in direction Friesenplatz.

Two rooms on the ground floor are easi ly accessible with a
ramp. The room upstairs can be reached with an elevator,
which is however fairly smal l and cannot fit most wheelchairs.
On the left side of the location is an accessible bathroom, which
is wheelchair friendly.

The NS documentation center was established in 1979 as
a memorial place in Cologne. Since then it has evolved
into a place that connects commemoration, education and
research. The core of the NS Dok is the EL-DE- House, a
former Gestapo prison, which currently inhabits a
permanent exhibition about the history of Cologne during
the NS. The exhibition will be open during the Trans
Pride.

The EL-DE-House is a heritage-protected bui ld ing which can
currently not provide optimal accessible, because some
construction works aren' t possible.
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Amaro Kher

Venloer Wall 17, 50672 Köln

Ever since 2004 the Amaro Kher (“Our House”)
accommodates family center, day care and school project
of the Rom e.V. The Rom e.V. fights for the human and
civil rights for Romani and Sinti people since 1986. In the
Amaro Kher children from refugee camps which are
suspended from deportation, but do not have a
permanent resident status get a chance of education and
pedagogical care.

Publ ic Transport:
• Friesenplatz
There are escalators, but no elevators, at Friesenplatz.

• Hans-Böckler-Platz / Bf West.
There is an elevator from the DB platform as wel l as from the
platform of the l ines 2,4 and 5 in direction Friesenplatz.

The premises of the Amaro Kher are mostly accessible.
Unfortunately the provided rest rooms are very tight and most
l ikely aren' t accessible with a wheelchair. We wil l provide a
portable accessible toi let, as wel l as some regular portable
toi lets, on the parking lots in front of the premises.
The rooms are on the ground level , but a ramp is required to
get on the stage. We wil l provide a ramp. The outside area is
covered in gravel and a bit uneven.

Publ ic Transport:
• Appel lhofplatz l ines 3,4,16,18 – elevators.
l ine 5 – not accessible.

The NS-Dok has an accessible bathroom on the ground floor.
The conference room on the ground floor is wheelchair
accessible. The lecture room can be reached with an elevator
which can unfortunately only carry 250kg.
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Gay. Trans*. Part of the Community!
Trans* people are becoming more and more visible, also within
the gay community. ICH WEISS WAS ICH TU (I KNOW
WHAT I ‘M DOING) demonstrates which experiences gay trans*
men make and what cis and trans* gay men can learn from
each other: Two years ago, the German Aids service organiza-
tion’ s prevention campaign publ ished the special themed web-
page www.iwwit.de/trans to further promote the visibi l ity of
gay trans* men within the community. Additional ly, information
about gay l ife is imparted, including for instance coming-out,
l iving within the community, or safer sex. Al l whi le ICH WEISS
WAS ICH TU also speaks directly to gay cis men in order to in-
form and to promote respectful and trans*-sensitive together-
ness.
„Trans* and cis gay men are part of our community; but al l too
often they exist next to instead of with each other, “ explains
campaign manager Tim Schomann. „We want to change this.
We developed this new page together with trans* activists in
order to start a conversation.“ The col laboration with trans*
people has been an important aspect since the beginning of the
campaign: There have been several work meetings with repre-
sentatives of the trans* community, essential texts have been
written by trans* people, and al l content has been finetuned by
them. Schomann stresses out: „We do not talk about gay trans*
men, we talk with them – and we see us as an al ly to their
community.“
At www.iwwit.de/trans, apart from basic information, l ike ex-
planations of key terms for instance, you can find also advice for
a self-determined l ife within the gay community. Also, the dif-
ferent phases of the transition are explained and information
about safer sex among gay trans* men are provided. Addition-
al ly, via a service card, you can find information about where to
find places for advice about trans* matters.

ICH WAS WAS ICH TU exists since 2008 and is the prevention
campaign of the German Aids service organization for gay and
bisexual trans * and cis men. The focus is on the website
www.iwwit.de with up-to-date information on HIV, sexual ly
transmitted infections and gay l ife.
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We exited look foreward to get up Trans Pride
again in 2020. You want to join the preparation?
Write us a Mai l !

Heartfu l ly we want to thank al l of those, who only
with their support made the Trans Pride Cologne
2019 possible in the way it is.

• Rubicon e.V.
• anyway
• NS Dok
• Rom e.V.
• Assata im Hof
• Kingdom of Cologne
• Antigewaltarbeit des Rubicon e.V.
• NGVT*
• the Schwulem Netzwerk NRW
• Mehr als Queer
• al l workshop-leaders
• al l performers at the
Party

• al l donors at GoFundMe
• Leonie for coordinating
al l hands

• Oskar for the catering
• Lenny for the
Schlafplatzbörse

• al l the other Hands
• the SSK
• the LC36
• Theater im Bauturm
• Pan Sauna

… and off course al l
participants!
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